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Abstract: - Pseudoknotted RNA secondary structure prediction is an important problem in computational 
biology. Existing polynomial time algorithms have no performance guarantee or can handle only limited types 
of pseudoknots. In this paper for the general problem of pseudoknotted RNA secondary structure prediction, a 
polynomial time approximation scheme is presented to predict pseudoknotted RNA secondary structure by 
dynamic programming and branch-bound based on base pair stacking. Compared with existing polynomial time 
algorithm, it has exact approximation performance and can predict arbitrary pseudoknots.
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1 Introduction
RNA secondary structures prediction plays an 
important role in functional analysis of RNA 
molecules. Among the most prevalent RNA 
structures is a motif known as the pseudoknot. 
Pseudoknots play a variety of diverse roles in 
biology. These roles include forming the catalytic 
core of various ribozymes, self-splicing introns, and 
telomerase. Additionally, pseudoknots play critical 
roles in altering gene expression by inducing 
ribosomal frameshifting in many viruses[1].
Plausible pseudoknotted structures have been 
proposed (Pleij et al.) in 1985 and confirmed (Kolk et 
al.) in 1998 for the 3’ end of several plant viral 
RNAs, where pseudoknots are apparently used to 
mimic tRNA structure[2]. Recently, pseudoknots 
were confirmed in some RNAs of humans and many 
other species[3][4].

Currently pseudoknot is not included in the 
majority of the study for RNA secondary structure 
prediction. The best Zuker algorithm predicts RNA 
secondary structure without pseudoknots with O(n3) 
time and O(n2) space for a sequence of length n and is 
implemented by MFOLD and ViennaRNA programs.
Finding the best secondary structure including 

arbitrary pseudoknots has been proved to be 
NP-hard[5].

Most methods for RNA folding which are 
capable of folding pseudoknots adopt heuristic 
search procedures and sacrifice optimality. Examples 
of these approaches include quasi-Monte Carlo 
searches and genetic algorithms. These approaches 
are inherently unable to guarantee that they have 
found the best structure, and consequently unable to 
say how far a given prediction is from 
optimality[6][7].

A different approach to pseudoknot prediction is 
the maximum weighted matching algorithm, 
considering only the base paired action and no 
stacking action. The maximum weighted matching 
algorithm folds an optimal pseudoknotted structure 
in O(n3) time with low accuracy and seems best 
suited to folding sequences for which a previous 
multiple alignment exists[8]. Another approach 
adopts dynamic programming to predict the tractable 
subclass of pseudokonts based on complex 
thermodynamic model in O(n4)-O(n6) time[9][10]
[11].

The major driving force of structure formation 
for RNA molecules is Watson–Crick base pair and 
wobble G, U base pair formation, and in particular 
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stacking of adjacent base pairs[5]. RNA secondary 
structure is a set of base pair. Base pair and internal 
unpaired bases construct loops. Stack doesn’t contain 
unpaired bases, and any other kinds of loops contain 
one or more unpaired bases. Since unpaired bases are 
destabilizing, stack is the only type of loops that 
stabilize the secondary structure [5]. So we study 
stack problem to find the key of RNA structure 
prediction.

In this paper for the general problem of 
pseudoknotted RNA secondary structure prediction,
considering only stacking energy and neglecting 
other secondary role, an approximation scheme with 
O((n/2dk)dk+1) time is presented to predict 
pseudoknotted RNA structure. Compared with 
existing polynomial time algorithms, which can 
handle only limited types of pseudoknots or have no 
performance guarantee, it has exact approximation 
performance and can predict arbitrary pseudoknots.

In section 2 we give the energy model and PTAS 
for RNA secondary structure prediction. In section 3 
we briefly conclude the paper.

2 Problem Formulation
Let s=s1,s2, ...,sn be an RNA sequence, base si{A,U,
C,G}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The subsequence si,j = si, si+1,...,sj is 
a segment of s, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n. If si&sj{A&U, C&G, 
U&G}, then si and sj may constitute base pair (i, j). 
Each base can at most take part in one base pair.  
RNA secondary structure S is a set of base pairs for s. 
Base pair and internal unpaired bases construct loops.

If (i, j) and (i+1, j-1)S, base pairs (i, j) and (i+1, 
j-1) constitute stack (i, i+1: j-1, j), and m(≥1) 
consecutive stacks form the helix (i, i+m: j-m, j) with 
the length of m+1. The energy of helix (p, p+m-1:
i-m+1,i) is denoted as E(p, p+m-1:i-m+1,i). 

If base pairs (i, j) and (k, l) are parallel (i<j<k<l or 
k<l<i<j ) or nested (i<k<l<j or k<i<j<l), then base 
pairs (i, j) and (k, l) are compatible, otherwise base 
pairs (i, j) and (k, l) constitute pseudoknots (i<k<j<l
or k<i<l<j) as Fig.1.

Stack is the only type of loops that stabilize the 
secondary structure. Therefore for pseudoknotted 
RNA structure prediction, we give the general 
energy model considering only stacking energy and 
neglecting other secondary role.

Definition 1 (stacking energy model of 
pseudoknotted RNA structure prediction, SEM): For 
RNA sequence s, s{A, U, C, G}*, a secondary 
structure S is a set of base pairs such that if (i, j)S
then

1) (i’, j’)S, if (i, j)∩(i’, j’)≠, then (i, j)=(i’, 
j’).

2) (i, j){(A,U), (C,G), (U,G)}.
3) if (i+1, j-1)S, then (i, j) and (i+1, j-1) form 

stack with the energy of E(i, i+1:j-1, j).
4) if (i+1, j-1),(i’, j’),(i’+1, j’-1)S, si=si’ , sj=sj’

and si+1=si’+1, sj-1=sj’-1, then E(i,i+1:j-1,j)=E(i’, i’+1:
j’-1,j’). That is, the size of stacking force is 
determined by base pair itself and adjacent bases pair.

5) if (i+1, j-1)S, then the energy of S is E(S)=
∑1i<jnE(i, i+1:j-1, j).

So the problem of pseudoknotted RNA structure 
prediction is to find a secondary structure S with 
maximal energy for given RNA sequence s under 
SEM model.

We divide sequence into single base, adjacent
double bases, ..., and adjacent K (Kinteger and K2)
bases in all possible ways. Then assigned the stacking 
energy of complementary adjacent i bases as weight 
of matching, we compute the maximum weight
matching for each partition, and choose the 
maximum weight matching of all the partitions as the 
result.

As each base belongs to adjacent i bases or single 
base, the number of partitions is Kn, 2≤i≤K. For each 
partition, O(n3) time is required to compute the 
maximum weighted matching, so the time 
complexity is O(n3Kn) to compute maximum weight 
matching of all the partitions. 

But we need only consider the type and energy of 
paired adjacent i bases, not paired adjacent i bases 
themselves, 2≤i≤K. So we represent the energy of 
paired adjacent i bases as weight, and save the 
number of unpaired adjacent i bases for each type of 
adjacent i bases in order to pair with back 
complementary ones. For each type of unpaired 
adjacent i bases, if two partitions all have the same 
the number of this type of unpaired adjacent i bases, 
and they have the same paired weight, then they have 
the same results. Moreover for each type of unpaired 
adjacent i bases, if the partitions all have the same the 
number of this type of unpaired adjacent i bases, we 
need only choose the one with maximal weight from 
these partitions according to the theory of 
optimization.

Let dk=2iK4i, matrices S[x1][x2]…[xdk], SA[x1]

[x2]…[xdk] and SB[x1][x2]…[xdk] represent respectively the 
maximal energy of sequences s1,i, s1,i-1, s1,i-2 with xi

unpaired adjacent yi bases in the ith type (1idk, 
0xini). Because each partition has at most n/2 
stack, then we can reduce computation by 
branch-bound method. Base on above principle, we 
give an approximation scheme for pseudoknotted 
RNA secondary structure prediction.
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Fig. 1. The partition of pseudoknot

The arcs represent base pair, and level line represents sequence.

x2

1  2  3  4  1  2              2  1  4  3    2  1

x1    l1=7   K=4 

A  U  U  C  C  C  G   U UGG  C  G  G  G   A  A  U  UUAA

//Let s=s1s2…sn be the input sequence, Kinteger and E(S) is the output 

energy of the algorithm.

//Initially, E(S)=, matrices S=0, SA=0, and SB=0.

SAA(s)

1. for m=2 to K do

Divide sequence s into n-m+1 adjacent m bases in all possible 

ways.

Compute the number of each types of adjacent m bases.

end for

2. Sort all type of adjacent bases such that n1n2 ...ndk, dk=∑2iK4i. 

qi=ni+1.

3. for i=2 to n do

for m=2 to K do

Assuming the type of adjacent m bases si-m+1... si-1si is the kth

and that of adjacent m bases sp sp+1...sp+m-1 paired with si-m+1... si-1si is the

lth. 

1) S[x1]...[xk+1]...[xdk] = SB[x1]...[xk]...[xdk], if S [x1]...[xk+1]... [xdk]< SB[x1 ] ...

[xk] ...[xdk] and x1y1+x2y2+... +xdkydki-m. That is, si-m+1...si-1 si is adjacent m

bases waiting for pair.

2) S[x1]...[xl-1]...[xdk] = SB[x1]...[xl]...[xdk]+E(i-m+1,i: j, j+m -1), if S[x1]...

[xl-1]...[xdk]< SB[x1]...[xl]... [xdk] + E(p, p+m -1:i-m+1,i) and x1y1+x2y2 +...+ 

xdkydk i-m. That is, si-m+1... si-1si forms helix with adjacent m bases

waiting for pair. 

end for

SB←SA, SA←S, if x1y1+x2y2+...+xdkydki.

end for

4. E(S)=max(S[x1][x2]...[xdk]), if x1y1+x2y2 +...+xdkydk i.

Lemma 1: Let OPT(I) be the maximal energy that 
can be formed by any secondary structure of 
sequence I. Let SAA[I] be the output by algorithm 
SAA. Then, OPT(I) /SAA[I]1+1/(K-1), Kinteger 
and K2.

Proof: Let the helices in OPT(I) are x1,x2,...,xm

with the length of l1,l2,...,lm and the energy of Ex1,
Ex2,..., Exm, m1.

xqOPT(I),1qm, if lqK, then we choose that 
Eq=Exq; otherwise we divide xq into helices with the 

length of 2, and group these helices into K set
Xq1,Xq2,...,XqK. 

Xq1={ (i,i+1: j-1,j), (i+K+1,i+K+2: j-K-2,j-K-
1),...}

Xq2={ (i+1,i+2: j-2,j-1), (i+K+2,i+K+3: j-K-3, j-
K-2), .... }

....
Xqk={ (i+K,i+K+1:j-K-1,j-K), (i+2K+1,i+2K+2:

j-2K-2, j-2K-1) ,.... } 
Let the energy of Xq1,Xq2,...,XqK is EXq1,

EXq2,...,EXqK respectively, then Exq=EXq1+EXq2 +...+
XqK.

After that, we sort EXq1,EXq2,..,EXqK such that
EXqa1 EXqa2 … EXqaK and delete the energy EXqaK

in order to just divide xq into helices whose length is 
not more than K. For example, for x1,x2OPT(I) in 
Fig.1, when K=4, we divide x1 into four groups of 
1-4, then delete the energy of the second group so that 
x1 is divided into two helices with the length of 2 and 
4.

 Let the sum of left energy is Eq, then
Eq  (EXq1+EXq2+...+EXqK)(K-1) /K=(K-1) Exq/K.
After above handle, all helices in OPT(I) become 

the structures formed by the helices whose length is 
not more than K, then 1qmEq1qm(K-1)Exq/K=
(K-1)OPT(I)/K.

Also the length of sequence s1,i is i, so each 
partition of s meets the condition x1y1+x2y2+...+xdkydk

 i. Obviously SAA[I] is the optimal structure formed 
by helices whose length is not more than K.

Therefore, SAA[I]1qmEq(K-1)OPT(I)/K.
OPT(I)/SAA[I]K/(K-1)=1+1/(K-1).
Lemma 2: Given an RNA sequence s of length n, 

algorithm SAA computes the maximal energy that 
can be formed by s in O((n/2dk)dk+1)time and 
O((n/dk)dk)space.

Proof: The time complexity of Step1 is O(Kn).
The time complexity of Step2 is O(KnlogKn).
The time complexity of Step3 is O(K2in(x1+1)

(x2+1) ... (xdk+1)).
The time complexity of Step4 is O((x1+1) (x2+1)  

... (xdk+1)).
We can see by the condition x1y1+x2y2+...+xdkydk

i that x1x2....xdk (i/2dk)dk when i is big enough. So 
the time complexity of algorithm SAA is O(K 2in

(x1+1) (x2+1)....(xdk+1)) = O(K 2in (i/2dk)dk) =  
O((n/2dk)dk+1).

Similarly by the condition n1+n2+...+ndk(K-1)n 
and n1n2....ndk, n1 n2....n16 (n/dk)dk when i is big 
enough. So the space complexity of algorithm SAA is 
O(q1q2....qdk )=O((n/ dk)dk) .

Theorem 1: The Algorithm SAA is a 1+
approximation algorithm for the problem of 
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constructing a secondary structure S with maximal
energy for given RNA sequence s under SEM model, 
=1/(K-1), Kinteger and K2.

Proof: By Lemmas 1 and 2, the result follows.

3   Conclusion
In this paper SEM model is built based on base pair 
stacking force and neglecting other secondary role, 
and an approximation scheme with O((n/2dk)dk+1) 
time is presented to predict pseudoknotted RNA 
structure under the model. Compared with existing 
polynomial time algorithms, which can handle only 
limited types of pseudoknots or have no performance 
guarantee, it has exact approximation performance 
and can predict arbitrary pseudoknots.

It would be of interest to improve these 
approximation ratios and time complexity of RNA 
structure prediction problem.
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